FAST PROTECT CONCENTRATE
SUPER FAST HIGH GLOSS DRYING AGENT WITH WAX PROTECTION
An advanced formula drying agent: contains
a highly sophisticated blend of waxes which are
safe to use on all exterior surfaces; paintwork,
glass, plastic trim and cabriolet roofs to deliver
an exceptional hydrophobic ‘lotus leaf effect’
protective coating.
Concentrated formula: reactive polyfunctional
components bond to surfaces delivering a high
gloss finish with long term water repellency,
with ease and speed.
Extended life: Protection improves with regular
use providing an incredible high-slip finish, to
repel water & dirt build-up.
Protection: Boosts overall scratch & abrasion
resistance, even covering fine hologram
scratches.
High-Slip: Wax protection makes maintenance
washes quick and easy!
Features/Benefits:
1. Speeds up drying time
2. Increase vehicle throughput
3. Enhances Gloss
4. Increased Protection
5. Durable Wax Protection with a high slip
finish
6. Reduced risk of damage to vehicle
surface
7. Protects paintwork to make future
maintenance cleaning easier
8. With UV protection.

Manual Use:
This concentrated formula also gives excellent results
and economy when used manually with a low pressure
sprayer or through a pressure washer, either with hot or
cold water.
DILUTIONS:
Apply through dosing pump undiluted or in a ratio of
up to 1:2. Recommended dosage per vehicle:
Hot/cold wax: 13-19ml
Foam wax: 13-19ml.
Premium wax: 16-23ml
MANUAL USE: Pour approx.30ml into 1L of water
and apply it to the clean, still wet vehicle using a foam
sprayer or pump Applicator and let it soak in. Do not
allow to dry on, but rinse product thoroughly using a
pressure washer to avoid stains. If applying using a
foam gun, adjust the pre-dilution accordingly. Chamois
dry-off any residual water. NB. Only mix the product
for one application and do not store.
Storage: Protect against frost and excess heat.
Typical Specification :
Composition : A complex blend of siloxane polymers,
cationic surface active agents, glycol
solvent, water, perfume and dye.
Appearance : Gold Orange Liquid
Solubility
: Soluble
S.G.
: 0.98
pH
: 4.7
Shelf Life
: Minimum 2 years in unopened
containers at ambient temperature.
Packaging
: 33.8fl.oz. (1L)

APPLICATION AREAS: Self-Service car
washes, foam-guns, gantry wash systems etc.
Automated Wash Machines:
Suitable for use with Automated Wash/Roller
Brush Machines; a brilliant finish is achieved
with both a fresh water setup and when recycled
water is used. Can be used with, or without
blow dryers.
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